
G2 FraudFile

Why Use G2 FraudFile?

•   Avoid financial loss due to     
    fraud 
 
•   Lower chargebacks by 
    protecting against bustout 
    merchants

•   Make boarding decisions     
    faster

•   Conduct better due dili- 
    gence at boarding

•   Uncover hidden fraud risk

Identify fraudulent merchants at boarding and persistently monitor your 
portfolio for fraudulent merchants to avoid losses, chargebacks, and other 
financial damage. The G2 FraudFile service analyzes your potential mer-
chants at boarding against our exclusive G2 FraudFile database for links to 
fraudulent merchants.  Importantly, the G2 FraudFile service also alerts you 
any time one of your existing or historical merchants is reported for fraud by 
any other participant in the program. 

G2 FraudFile is a global, neutral, secure third-party source for the most time-
ly fraud loss data, particularly related to emerging bustout merchants and 
newly developed merchant fraud rings. G2 FraudFile has two main compo-
nents – FraudFile Boarding and FraudFile Alert. 

FraudFile Boarding:  Avoid Boarding Fraudulent Merchants
When a program participant boards a new merchant, FraudFile Boarding 
analyzes your prospective merchant against the G2 Merchant Map®, the in-
dustry’s most extensive database map of merchant risk and fraud history, to 
uncover hidden fraud by identifying links between your potential merchant 
and fraudulent merchants in the system. 

Guard Against Merchant Fraud, at Boarding and Beyond

FraudFile Alert vigilantly monitors your merchants on an ongoing basis for 
potential and reported fraud. G2 FraudFile program participants provide a 
list of all of their brick & mortar and e-commerce merchants, as well as any 
documented cases of fraud, when they enroll in the service. As other pro-
gram participants identify fraud in their merchant portfolios, they report 
these cases to G2. 
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Fraud Protection

FraudFile Alert Provides Vigilant Fraud Monitoring

How is It Different?

Any time G2 receives a report of fraudulent merchant activ-
ity, FraudFile Alert sends a notification to all the acquirers and 
payment providers who are enrolled in the program and that 
have a relationship with or a connection to the fraudulent mer-
chant. This unique feature allows program participants to pre-
vent future fraud events and take appropriate action to quickly 
manage the risk in their merchant portfolios. FraudFile Alert 
will even alert you when your reported fraud merchant applies 
for a merchant account at another financial institution. 

•   Alert-based service – no need to log in

•   Vast fraud database

•   Truly global fraud data

•   Rich fraud information from advanced   
    data mapping

•   Neutral fraud database with diverse 
    inputs

Learn more about G2 FraudFile. 
Visit www.g2webservices.com.
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Get Started With G2 FraudFile Today! Email: info@g2webservices.com.

About G2 Web Services

G2 Web Services is a leading 
provider of payment risk 
management solutions for 
acquirers, ISOs and PSPs, and 
monitors millions of merchants 
for hundreds of top acquirers and 
financial institutions worldwide. 
G2 has built the industry’s 
most extensive Merchant 
Map, comprising 9 years of 
merchant risk history, data and 
relationships, which enables us 
to provide the highest level of 
due diligence, compliance and 
fraud protection services to our 
clients. 
Visit www.g2webservices.com 

to learn more. 

G2 FraudFile

Reported and Potential Fraud
G2 FraudFile analyzes your merchant for two key fraud vectors–  
Reported Fraud and Potential Fraud. 

G2 FraudFile provides a central reporting location for merchant fraud that is safe, anonymous and secure. 
G2 does not release any identifying information about the acquirers and payment providers enrolled in  
G2 FraudFile without each party’s explicit permission (which may occur in cases where a participant requests 
to communicate with another participant). All reported fraud and potential fraud data is carefully protected on 
G2’s highly secure servers. Finally, G2 FraudFile is designed to meet global privacy regulations while allowing 
members to intelligently post and access information about fraudulent or criminal activity.

Centralized, Secure Fraud Reporting Database

Potential Fraud

Reported Fraud
Cases of Reported Fraud are acquirer-confirmed fraudulent mer-
chants that are reported to G2 by G2 FraudFile program partici-
pants. Any reported fraudulent merchant activity is cross-referenced 
against and added to G2’s existing fraud database. If another pro-
gram participant runs a G2 FraudFile Boarding check on a merchant, 
that user will be notified of the merchant’s past fraudulent activity.

Potentially fraudulent merchants are merchants whose URLs have 
been identified by G2 as being associated with more than one unique 
merchant name or corporate identity. G2 has monitored millions of 
merchants for nearly 10 years, and has mapped billions of datapoints 
to create the G2 Merchant Map, the most extensive database of mer-
chant risk and fraud history. There are currently more than 600,000 
potentially fraudulent merchants in the G2 Merchant Map.


